


Source – “2020 Breakthrough Prize Winner 
Shep Doeleman – How EHT imaged a black hole”





Meme Time

WHAT OUR CLIENT SEES

The contractors are coming

WHAT WE SEE GOING TO A SITE



From

People are a problem to control

Telling them what to do

Absence of negative events

Bureaucratic accountability up

To

People are problem solvers – a 
solution to harness
Ask them what they need
Presence of positive such as capacities 
to be successful in varying conditions
Ethical responsibility ‘down’ to those 
who do our high risk work

Exploring ‘Safety Differently’

Preventing things from going wrong. Making sure that things go right

Reference – ‘Safety Differently – Human Factors for a New Era, Sidney Dekker 2015



Safety I Safety I and Safety II

Definition of Safety Few things as possible go wrong –
focus on accidents and incidents

Many things as possible go well 
(but don’t just look at success or 
positives)

Safety Management Principle Reactive: Response when there is 
an unacceptable risk

Proactive: Try to anticipate 
developments and events 
continuously

View of the human factor in 
safety management

Human action is mainly a liability 
or hazard

Human actions are a resource for 
system flexibility and resilience

Accident Investigation Accidents are caused by failure 
and malfunctions.  Try to identify 
the cause

Things basically happen in the 
same way.  Try to see how it 
usually works well.

Learning about ‘Safety I and Safety II’

Reference – ‘Safety-I and Safety-II – The Past and Future of Safety Management, Erik Hollnagel 2014





Human and Organisational Performance (HOP)





High Reliability 
Organisations 
(Laporte, Robers, Rochlin
1987)

Human & 
Organisational 
Performance
(INPO 2001)

Resilience 
Engineering 
(Woods, Leveson, 
Hollnagel 2004)

Safety II 
(Hollnagel 2008)

Safety 
Differently 
(Dekker 2013)

Guided 
Adaptability 
(Provan 2020)

Consolidated principals for the effective 
management of the safety of work 
(Provan 2020)

Pre-occupation with 
failure

(Management’s) 
Response matters

Safety is an ethical 
responsibility

Sensitivity to 
operations

Systems and context 
drives behaviour

Presence of adaptive 
capacity

Understand the gap 
between ‘work as 

imagined’ and ‘work as 
done’ Presence of positive 

capacities

Explore everyday 
work

Error is normal

Ensure work goes well Support local 
practices and 
balance the 

demands of front-
line teams

Deference to 
expertise

Performance variability 
is normal

People are a solution 
to harness

Reluctance to 
simplify

Monitor Create the free flow 
of information

Anticipate
Anticipate future 

operational 
scenarios

Commitment to 
resilience

Blame fixes nothing
Learning is vital Learn

Learn from normal 
work and what goes 

well

Facilitate learning 
processes from 

surprise to normal 
work

Respond Reduce goal conflict, 
sacrifice Judgements

Develop organisational leaders with a 
safety mindset who display care for 
every person

Understand your organisations ‘model 
of work’ and how it drives local action

Set workers up for success

Appreciate the variation and 
complexity of work performance

Closely monitor operations and 
interactions and reflect deeply on what 
the insights might mean

Anticipate future operational 
scenarios and update the 
organisations model of risk and work

Establish an organisational priority for 
learning and support for local practices

Make adjustments to the organisations 
goals, structures and resources



Black Line 
(Work as Intended/Imagined/Written)

Blue Line
(Real people performing ‘normal’ work)

Hazard

‘Work’ isn’t what we think it is



Learning from Work
Add rod Spin cage engaged 

then Drill
Retrieve Innertube Place core into tray

Clean core 
and  

Innertube

Work As 
Written
(SWI)

*Adapted from J. Lyth 2020

SAFE

Hazard



Learning from Work
Add rod Spin cage engaged 

then Drill
Retrieve Innertube Place core into tray

Clean core 
and  

Innertube

Work As 
Written
(SWI)

*Adapted from J. Lyth 2020

SAFE
CRITICAL CONTROL



Learning from Work
Add rod Spin cage engaged 

then Drill
Retrieve Innertube Place core into tray

Clean core 
and  

Innertube

Work As 
Written
(SWI)

How work 
is actually
done 
(Blueline)

*Adapted from J. Lyth 2020

SAFE
CRITICAL CONTROL





Learning from Work
Add rod Spin cage engaged 

then Drill
Retrieve Innertube Place core into tray

Clean core 
and  

Innertube

Work As 
Written
(SWI)

No gloves

Near Miss – Not all 
components of the 

spin cage are in place 

Two person lift
(Initiative)

DRIFT towards failure
- Might always be successful or could 

fail

How work 
is actually
done 
(Blueline)

Manual handling 
technique results 

in an injury

*Adapted from J. Lyth 2020

SAFE
CRITICAL CONTROL



Learning from Work
Add rod Spin cage engaged 

then Drill
Retrieve Innertube Place core into tray

Clean core 
and  

Innertube

Work As 
Written
(SWI)

Workplace Interaction/Learning from Operations

How work 
is actually
done 
(Blueline)

*Adapted from J. Lyth 2020

Planned Task 
Observation

(PTO)SAFE
CRITICAL CONTROL

Critical Control 
Verification

(CCV)



Safety is not (just) the 
absence of Accidents.
Safety is the presence of 
Capacity and Controls.

Todd Conklin







• What’s our capacity to 
prevent an event ?

• What’s our capacity to 
control an event?

• What’s our capacity to 
recover from an event?



Industry Reviews
The Brady Review (February 2020)

• Recommendation 5: The industry needs to focus on ensuring the effectiveness and 
enforcement of controls to manage hazards. Given the increasing Serious Accident 
Frequency Rate, industry should implement more effective controls (such as elimination, 
substitution, isolation, or engineering controls). A significant number of the controls 
reported put in place in the aftermath of an incident were administrative in nature

Comments from the QLD Coal Mining Board of Inquiry (December 2020)

• The implementation of identified critical controls and ongoing monitoring and 
verification of critical control effectiveness are appropriate lead indicators in terms of 
managing catastrophic risks.

• A monitoring and assurance program that communicates the effectiveness of the critical 
control to the most senior people at the corporate level is another characteristic of an 
HRO, namely having “sensitivity to operations”. 

• if identification of controls and critical controls was not done correctly, it could result in 
an excessive administrative burden that would make the CCM process very difficult to 
implement



Mitchell Services
• Mitchell Services Limited (ASX: MSV) is a leading 

provider of drilling services to the global 
exploration, mining and energy industries

• ~ 650 employees that we care about, and through 
asking a lot of questions, we use their expertise to 
learn and improve normal work

• Work in wide range of operating environments 
including remote exploration, near mine surface 
drilling, underground – all of these come with their 
own set of high-risk tasks and therefore we manage 
these through critical control verification and 
learning about conditions/context of work

• > 50 years of operations - industry recognition for 
our work programs and applied safety philosophy



What’s happening,
When nothing ‘bad’ 
is happening?

Eric Hollnagel



Josh Bryant
General Manager – People and Risk
Mitchell Services

j.bryant@mitchellservices.com.au

LinkedIn - www.linkedin.com/in/joshbryant1

www.mitchellservices.com.au

Thank you.

mailto:j.bryant@mitchellservices.com.au

